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ULTRA VIOLET RAYS--ESSENTIAL FOR POULTRY RAISING

""ZJ'"'RIZONA poultrymen have one

?J.. important advantage which
has not been appreciated in

the past. This advantage, as recent

investigations in poultry husbandry
have shown, is the plentiful supply
of sunshine. Few states excel in this
one natural resource.

In plant life sunshine is essential
to the proper functioning of the man

ufacturing of food. This has long
been an established fact but it has
been only during recent years that
the importance of sunshine for poul
try has been recognized. This work
has been developed very rapidly by
several Experimental Stations in the
last two years.

Practical poultrymen have known
that difficulty always exists when
chicks are raised in confinement.
Normal chicks develop weak legs and
cannot walk. An examination of the
bones show their failure to develop
normally. The same poultrymen also
knew that when his chicks could be

gotten outside on the soil that they
would develop properly. He was of
the opinion that something in the
soil was responsible but he had over

looked' the fact that they were in the
direct days of the sun which made the
difference.

The poultry man made It a point
to have a well lighted poultry house
and was satisfied. He saw no differ
ence between that light and the sun

shine out in the yard. The difference,
however, was dt.e to the life giving
ultraviolet rays in the direct sun

shine. When sunshine passes through
a gI'a�� prism it separates into what
are known as the rainbow colors.
These colors range from red to violet
and differ only in their wave length
and frequency. The longest rays are

the red and the shortest the violet.

Beyond the rainbow colors are shorter
waves called ultra violet (meaning
beyond the violet). These cannot be
detected by the human eye but are

the rays which cause, sunburn and

tanning, and are responsible for the
normal growth of animals.

Since ordinary window glass re

moves a large portion of, these rays,
it is easy to see why sunlight in the

brooder house does not prevent leg
weakness while direct sunlight will.

The potltryman also knows that he

may get the same results by using

H. B. HINDS, Extension Poultryman

The ideal poultry yard has lots of sunlight. This flock is
one in the Tucson community.

codliver oil which like the ultra violet

rays contain the anti-rachitic factor.

Leg weakness is a form of rickets
and is caused by a lack of certain
minerals in the body. Calcium and

phosphorous are very important in
this connection and if they are thrown
out of balance, the rest of the chick's

body develops too rapidly for the
bone development and weak legs re

sult. The same factors are noticed
with mature birds but react in a dif
ferent way. The lime salts are dis
solved more rapidly than they can be

replaced and weak bones result. Hens

lay thin shelled eggs which hatch

poorly-in extreme cases the control
of the legs is lost. Vitamin D aids
in maintaining this proper balance
of minerals and eliminates these con

ditions.

The same condition which prevents
the development of rickets in chicks

also enables hens to remain normal
and produce eggs with high hatch
ability. This was brought very forc

ibly to the writer's attention by the
increased production and hi g her
hatchability of eggs from birds which
received direct srmlight or light from
an uvanic poultry treater when com

pared to those which received their

sunlight after passing through win
dow glass. This gives an explanation
of the fact why birds kept in an open
front house exposed to direct sun

light make better records than those

kept in dark houses where the sun

light comes through window glass.
Let a lot of sunshine in. Let's use it.
It costs nothing.

---------A--------

Brown sugar will not lump and
harden if it is kept in the ice box
or in a cool place covered with a damp
cloth.

MARTIN DRUG co.
Three ·'Rexall" Storts

Martm's prompt and efficient service applies to phone, personal or
mail orders. \\ e employ nine registered pharmacists-men who see

that your order is correctly filled. If inconvenient to call at our store
personally, let us have your order by mail. Orders accompanied by
cash are returned post paid the same day.

NO.1
Congress & ChUI�h
Phone 29 & ;:$0

NO.2
Congress & FiHh

Phone 303

NO.3
Congress & Scott
Phone 740 & 741

NOTE-Our Store at Congress & Fifth Is Open All Night


